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ABSTRACT: The phase behavior of protein solutions is affected by additives
such as crowder molecules or salts. In particular, upon addition of multivalent
counterions, a reentrant condensation can occur; i.e., protein solutions are stable
for low and high multivalent ion concentrations but aggregating at intermediate
salt concentrations. The addition of monovalent ions shifts the phase boundaries
to higher multivalent ion concentrations. This effect is found to be reflected in the
protein interactions, as accessed via small-angle X-ray scattering. Two simulation
schemes (a Monte Carlo sampling of the counterion binding configurations using
the detailed protein structure and an analytical coarse-grained binding model)
reproduce the shifts of the experimental phase boundaries. The results support a
consistent picture of the protein interactions responsible for the phase behavior.
The repulsive Coulomb interaction is varied by the binding of multivalent
counterions and additionally screened by any increase of the ionic strength. The
attractive interaction is induced by the binding of multivalent ions, most likely due
to ion bridging between protein molecules. The overall picture of these competing interactions provides interesting insight into
possible mechanisms for tailoring interactions in solutions via salt effects.

■ INTRODUCTION

Salts are ubiquitous in nature. Under realistic physiological
conditions, multiple types of salts are present and have
profound effects on cellular processes. The interaction of salt
ions with macromolecules such as proteins or DNA is a long-
studied field with important open challenges. Starting with the
Hofmeister series for ion-dependent effects of protein
solubility,1−3 the interaction of ions with aqueous surfaces
shows interesting and manifold manifestations. The most basic
one is the formation of the electrostatic double-layer as
predicted by the Poisson−Boltzmann theory,4 causing a
screening of charges in electrolyte solutions. Ion condensation
at the surface has been found for highly charged surfaces.5 For
multivalent salts, even a surface charge inversion due to
condensed ions has been found to be caused by ion−ion
correlations.6−10 A similar charge inversion can also be
observed in systems where ions bind to specific surface
sites.11−15 In the case of proteins, the coordinative binding of
multivalent metal ions to functional groups on the protein
surface has been studied intensively and found relevant under
physiological conditions.16,17

For mixtures of mono- and multivalent salts, the picture of
the ion−surface interaction becomes still more complicated.
For the distributions of mono- and divalent counterions around
DNA, competing effects between the two types of salts were
found, at the same time supporting and challenging the
applicability of the Poisson−Boltzmann theory for mixtures of
ion types.4,18,19 Regarding the effective charge inversion due to
ion−ion correlations, theoretical approaches predict a so-called
“giant overcharging”,20 while simulations suggest that mono-
valent salt is lowering the effective reversed charge.21 For the
binding of multivalent ions to functional groups such as
carboxylates in amino acids, the equilibrium constants are
decreased slightly upon addition of monovalent salt.22 In real
systems such as protein solutions, these effects all occur
simultaneously, rendering a complete description challenging.
A better description of the interaction between ions and

macromolecules is important for the detailed understanding of
macromolecular interactions and the related phase behavior.
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For DNA, the ion condensation and a related reentrant
condensation of DNA macromolecules have been studied
intensively.19,23,24 Reentrant condensation means that solutions
are clear for low and high salt concentrations, indicating stable
solutions. At intermediate multivalent salt concentration
between the transition concentrations c* and c**, the solutions
become turbid. It was found experimentally23 as well as
theoretically19,24 that c* increases with the addition of
monovalent salt, suggesting that condensation of multivalent
ions is weakened with increasing ionic strength.
In the context of phase behavior of biological solutions,

proteins represent a challenging system. Controlling the phase
behavior of protein solutions is a key goal in protein science. It
has important implications for several biotechnological
applications, for example, in protein crystallization or shelf
life of biomedical products. Proteins have a nonspherical and
rough shape with inhomogeneous patterns of surface charge
and hydrophobicity. Thus, a variety of anisotropic forces can act
between proteins, and theoretical results for model systems like
spheres or rods can only be applied with care.
In this article, we study the role of monovalent (NaCl) and

multivalent (YCl3) salts in solutions for the phase behavior of
the globular protein human serum albumin (HSA). Recently it
was found that multivalent ions induce a reentrant
condensation in protein solutions.25−27 This reentrant behavior
can be understood by an inversion of the protein surface charge
due to binding of Y3+ ions to surface groups. This charge
inversion has been found to be a universal behavior in protein
solutions in the presence of multivalent metal counterions.26,27

Both Monte Carlo sampling of the binding configurations25 and
an analytical coarse-grained model27 reproduce the charge
inversion with good qualitative and even reasonable quantita-
tive agreement. Here we study the yet unexplored effect of
monovalent salt on the charge inversion and reentrant phase
behavior induced by multivalent salt to elucidate the underlying
protein interactions.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Defatted human serum albumin (HSA) was

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (A 9511, essentially globulin-
free). YCl3 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich as anhydrous
powder with a high-purity grade (99.99%, no. 451363). NaCl
(>99.5%) was purchased from Merck. Degassed Milli-Q water
was used to prepare all solutions. All solutions were prepared
and studied at room temperature (295 ± 2 K).
Stock solutions for the protein (HSA 200 mg/mL) and the

salts (salt concentration 100 mM) were prepared and then
diluted in order to obtain the desired concentrations. For SAXS
measurements, the samples were centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for
5 min. The protein concentrations of the samples were
determined by UV−visible spectroscopy using the absorption at
280 nm with an extinction coefficient for HSA of 0.531 L/(g
cm). The pH of the solution was found to be close to 7 and did
not vary significantly between different protein and salt
concentrations. Note that this pH stability observed for the
HSA/YCl3/NaCl system does not necessarily apply to other
proteins and salts. Strong pH shifts are observed in systems
where the metal ions undergo hydrolysis (e.g., FeCl3, AlCl3).

27

We remark that no dialysis or other purification of the samples
was necessary, since the conclusions of the study are based on
qualitative trends with increasing salt concentration, and the
amount of counterions dissociating from the protein surface is
expected to be lower than the concentration of monovalent salt.

Protein Phase Diagram as a Function of Protein and
Multivalent Salt Concentration. In order to determine
changes in the phase behavior qualitatively, the turbidity of the
samples was determined by visual inspection 3−5 min after the
preparation, when the opacity was constant. Simultaneously,
the absorption was determined with UV−visible spectroscopy.
Spectra were recorded in the wavelength range from 400−800
nm, where the protein shows no characteristic absorption. The
transmitted intensity was integrated over the spectral range.
The absorption increases significantly once the samples become
turbid. The results from both methods are consistent.
In order to determine the transition concentrations, series of

samples with the same protein concentration and various YCl3
concentrations close to cY* and cY** were prepared. The highest
YCl3 concentration at which the sample is still clear, cY1, and the
lowest YCl3 concentration at which the sample is turbid, cY2,
were determined. The first transition concentration cY* with an
inaccuracy of δcY* was calculated as

δ* =
+ * =

−
c

c c
c

c c
2

,
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Y1 Y2
Y

Y1 Y2
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cY** is determined analogously.
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). Experiments.

SAXS measurements were performed at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France,
at the beamline ID02 with a sample-to-detector distance of 2 m.
The energy of the incoming beam was 16.062 keV (wavelength
0.078 nm). A q-range from 0.072 to 4.5 nm−1 was covered. The
SAXS detector was a fiber-optically coupled fast-readout low-
noise (FReLoN) CCD based on a Kodak KAF-4320 image
sensor in an evacuated flight tube. About 100 μL of sample
solution was filled into a flow-through quartz capillary. The
sample in the scattering volume was exchanged for every
exposure. For each sample, 10 exposures of 0.3 s each were
measured. The 2D data were normalized to an absolute scale
and azimuthally averaged to obtain the intensity profiles, and
the solvent background was subtracted. More detailed
information on data reduction and q-resolution calibration
can be found in the literature.28

Data Analysis. Small-angle X-ray scattering data can be used
to obtain information on the pair interaction potential.29−31

The scattering intensity, I(q), for a polydisperse or a
nonspherical system can be calculated on the basis of
approximation approaches such as the “decoupling approx-
imation” and the “average structure factor” approximation.32,33

Both approaches assume that the particle position is not
correlated with its orientation. For the case of nonspherical but
monodisperse solutes at a low to intermediate concentration,
such as the studied protein solutions, both approaches give
comparable results.34 Therefore, in this work, the scattering
intensity is calculated using the average structure factor
approximation, which can be expressed by

ρ= Δ ̅I q N V P q S q( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2
(2)

where q = (4π/λ) sin(2Θ/2) is the scattering vector, 2Θ is the
scattering angle, N is the number of protein molecules per unit
volume in the solution, Δρ = ρp − ρs is the scattering length
density difference between the solvent and the solute, and V is
the volume of a single protein. P(q) is the form factor of a given
protein, i.e., the scattering from a single protein molecule after
orientation averaging. An ellipsoid form factor with semiaxes a
and b is used to model HSA:35
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By use of the average structure factor approximation, S ̅(q) is
calculated from a monodisperse structure factor with an
effective sphere diameter. In the following parts and for
simplicity, we use S(q) to denote S ̅(q). In our case, the protein
solution is a monodisperse but nonspherical (ellipsoidal)
system. The effective sphere diameter σ is calculated by
equating the second virial coefficient of the effective sphere and
the ellipsoid with the ellipsoidal half-axes a and b.36,37

In solutions with monovalent salt and at smaller salt
concentrations, the interparticle potential can be modeled
reasonably well by the repulsive part of a full DLVO potential,
i.e., a screened Coulomb potential:38,39
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ε is the dielectric constant of the continuous medium. r is the
center-to-center distance between two particles with diameter σ
and charge Q = Ze.
The inverse Debye screening length κ depends on the ionic

strength I,
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where nα and Qα denote the number density and charge of the
ions of species α (both monovalent and multivalent) in the
solution. Note that while Debye−Hückel theory is expected to
fail for solutions of multivalent ions, we use κ only to describe
the free ions in solution, while condensed and bound ions are
accounted for explicitly. Because of the low multivalent ion
concentration, this assumption allows at least comparisons of
qualitative trends with salt concentration.
A solution for the structure factor using the rescaled mean-

spherical approximation (RMSA)40,41 was used for the fits.42

■ THEORETICAL MODELING
Detailed Protein Structure: Monte Carlo Sampling of

Ion-Binding Configurations. By use of a high-resolution
structure of human serum albumin (HSA) from the Protein
Data Bank (code 1N5U),43 the binding probabilities of
multivalent ions to solvent-exposed carboxylate groups were
calculated with a Monte Carlo approach. Results and further
description of this method have been published previously.25,26

In brief, an established approach for the calculation of
protonation states of proteins44 has been modified for the
case of the binding of multivalent metal ions (Y3+). The
protonation state of an individual protein was predicted with
the H++ Web server.45 All solvent-exposed carboxylic groups
were regarded as potential binding sites for Y3+. The intrinsic
association constant for Y3+ at a carboxylic group was estimated
from experimental values.22 The site-specific association
constants were calculated from the intrinsic constant corrected
for effects of solvation using the thermodynamic cycle44 for the
association of Y3+ at a carboxylic group as model component.
The electrostatic partition function of Y3+ binding to a single
protein molecule was sampled in a Monte Carlo scheme25 to
determine the Y3+ binding probabilities as a function of the Y3+

concentration. Note that in this context the bound Y3+ ions can
be treated explicitly at atomic resolution, which allows for
explicit incorporation of strong ion correlations. As a
consequence, the simulation approach can use classical
Poisson−Boltzmann theory to predict the electrostatic
potential at the Y3+ binding sites in the presence of water. All
parameters involved in the simulation were taken from
literature values.22,25,43 Note that the Monte Carlo sampling
includes the full ion−ion correlation between bound Y3+ ions
and accounts for the full atomic detail of HSA. These effects are
expected to dominate the less important ion−ion correlations
in the bulk solution, which are not accounted for in the
Poisson−Boltzmann approach.
The average number of the bound Y3+ ions was determined

at several Y3+ concentrations. The net charge of the protein is
calculated for different fixed concentrations of monovalent salt
from the bare charge of the protein and the Y3+ ions bound to
the protein. The Y3+ concentration used in this approach
corresponds to the concentration in the surrounding bulk
solvent and thus describes only the free Y3+ ions. In order to
obtain the full Y3+ concentration in solutions with many protein
molecules, both free ions and bound ions are added up:

= +c c n c M/Y Y,free Y,bound HSA HSA (7)

nY,bound is the average number of Y
3+ ions bound to one protein,

cHSA is the protein concentration in mg/mL, andMHSA = 66 500
Da is the molecular weight of HSA.
The addition of monovalent salt (NaCl) is included by a

change of the Debye screening length used in the Poisson−
Boltzmann calculations as well as a small shift of the
equilibrium constant for the binding of multivalent ions to
carboxylate groups.22 The full simulation setup has been
repeated for each monovalent salt concentration, respectively.

Coarse-Grained Model: Analytical Calculation Scheme
for Protein Total Charge. An analytical model for the
binding of multivalent ions to a spherical particle, taking into
account charge regulation of surface groups, counterion binding
as well as pH effects due to hydrolysis of multivalent metal ions,
has been developed recently.27 The scheme is based on
association reactions between the present ions and surface sites,
the binding to which is further dependent on the total particle
charge. A detailed description of the method as well as the
choice of suitable model parameters solely based on literature
values and theoretical estimates can be found in ref 27.
In this coarse-grained model, the addition of monovalent salt

varies the surface potential via the Debye screening length κ
and thus changes the binding equilibria of multivalent ions. The
analytical scheme allows an investigation of the effects of
monovalent ions on the binding of multivalent ions and the
protein total charge at low computational cost.

Estimation of Phase Boundaries in the Reentrant
Phase Diagram. Two methods have been used to estimate the
transition Y3+ concentrations, cY* and cY**, from the calculated
protein total charges and the related full DLVO potential.

Charge Estimation. The transition concentrations can be
estimated directly under the assumption that the transition salt
concentrations, cY* and cY**, correspond to transition protein
charges Q* and Q**. Ignoring charge regulation of the protein
and using the HSA charge without YCl3 of Q0 ≈ −11e, the
transition charges can be related to specific numbers of bound
Y3+ ions N ≈ (Q* − Q0)/3. We chose Q* = −5e and Q** = 5e,
corresponding to roughly two and five bound ions. Note that
the exact choice of Q* and Q** does not change the obtained
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trends, since the charge profile is a monotonic function in cY
and cNaCl.
Barrier Estimation. The full DLVO potential between two

spherical particles with diameter σ is given by a screened
Coulomb repulsion and a van der Waals term:38,46

= +U r U r U r( ) ( ) ( )DLVO SC vdW (8)
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where A is the system-dependent Hamaker constant. At low
ionic strength and large charges, the DLVO potential shows a
maximum UDLVO(rmax), representing a repulsive barrier.
UDLVO(rmax) can be used to estimate the propensity for
aggregation. In our case, we used A = 3kBT and σ = 6.6 nm as
employed for a similar protein (bovine serum albumin) with
realistic results.27,39 As the criterion for the transition
concentrations, we used UDLVO(rmax) − UDLVO(req) = 1kBT,
where req = (√2/n)1/3 where the number density n is the
maximized distance between the particles in the solution.27,47

We remark that in our case UvdW(r) represents an effective
interaction arising from a potentially different physical
mechanism of interaction as discussed later.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental Phase Diagram: Reentrant Condensa-

tion. Experimental phase diagrams for HSA in the presence of
both monovalent and multivalent ions were determined as
described in the methods section. Several HSA concentrations
cHSA between 5−50 mg/mL and NaCl concentrations cNaCl
between 0−100 mM were chosen to determine the transition
concentration cY* between the clear regime I and the turbid
regime II and the second transition concentration cY* between
regime II and the clear reentrant regime III. Figure 1 shows an
example of a phase diagram for HSA with YCl3 and a constant
NaCl concentration of 20 mM. In the phase diagram the added
YCl3 concentration is plotted against the protein concentration
in the sample. For YCl3 concentrations lower than cY* and
higher than cY** the samples are clear (solution regime I and

reentrant regime III). Samples with YCl3 concentrations
between cY* and cY** are turbid (aggregation regime II). Similar
diagrams were generated for several different NaCl concen-
trations. Both transition concentrations cY** and cY** are found
to increase with increasing cNaCl as depicted in Figure 5a. This
finding is discussed in more detail later together with simulation
results.
The results from optical observation are also supported by

measurements on the amount of precipitates. A set of samples
was prepared with the same protein concentration of about 45
mg/mL, NaCl concentrations of 0.0, 10, 20, 50, and 80 mM,
and various YCl3 concentrations between 2 and 40 mM.
Aggregates formed after the addition of YCl3, as predicted by
the phase diagram. We centrifuged the samples to accelerate
the precipitation. The protein concentration of the supernatant
was monitored after centrifugation by UV−vis absorption. The
results for 10, 50, and 80 mM NaCl are shown in Figure 2,
indicating that the amount of precipitation also follows the
reentrant behavior.

The increasing trend of the transition concentrations cY* and
cY** with increasing cNaCl is recovered. At higher NaCl
concentrations, higher YCl3 concentrations are required to
cause precipitation. A similar trend is observed for the second
transition, although no complete redissolution is obtained
within the YCl3 concentration range between cNaCl = 50 mM
and cNaCl = 80 mM.
For samples with cHSA ≳ 30 mg/mL with YCl3 and without

NaCl, a liquid−liquid phase separation (LLPS) is found in
regime II.48 The investigation of NaCl effects on the LLPS was
beyond the scope of this study, but we speculate that the
underlying protein interaction causes qualitatively similar effects
and trends.

Variations of Protein Interaction throughout the
Reentrant Condensation: SAXS. SAXS data provide direct
access to the protein interaction via liquid state theory fitting
methods. Samples containing only NaCl and no YCl3 can be
fitted very well with a form factor of an oblate ellipsoid with
fixed semiaxes (a = 1.6 nm and b = 4.2 nm) and a screened

Figure 1. Phase diagram as determined by visual inspection for HSA
with YCl3 and a constant NaCl concentration of 20 mM. Black squares
stand for samples in the solution regime I, red circles for samples in
the aggregation regime II, and green triangles for samples in the
reentrant regime III. Samples in regimes I and III are clear, whereas
samples in regime II are turbid because of aggregation.

Figure 2. Protein concentration in the supernatant after the
precipitation induced by YCl3. The different colors refer to different
NaCl concentrations (10, 50, 80 mM). With increasing NaCl
concentration, both the initial aggregation and the redissolution
occur at higher YCl3 concentrations.
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Coulomb structure factor. The results for a sample series with
fixed HSA concentration cHSA = 62 mg/mL, no YCl3, and
increasing NaCl concentration (10 mM < cNaCl < 200 mM) are
summarized in Figure 3a. For low NaCl concentrations, a
pronounced correlation peak is observed, the height of which
decreases with increasing NaCl concentration. This behavior
can be explained by the screening of the protein charge and the
reduction of the repulsive electrostatic interaction. The fit
parameters at low salt concentration take realistic values (Table

1). With increasing NaCl concentration, the fitted volume
fraction φ(fit) shifts to higher values, probably because the

screened Coulomb structure factor becomes less accurate. The
general results are consistent with results on protein
interactions in charge-screened solutions of bovine serum
albumin (BSA) at low to high protein concentrations34,47 and
results on HSA in water and buffer.49

Upon addition of YCl3, the phase behavior changes
qualitatively (cf. Figure 1). In order to monitor the protein
interactions throughout the phase diagram and their depend-
ence on NaCl concentration, SAXS intensities were recorded
for HSA concentrations cHSA between 5 and 50 mg/mL at YCl3
concentrations cY of 1−50 mM and with NaCl concentrations
cNaCl of 0, 10, 20, 50, and 80 mM. Protein interactions deep in
the solution regime I, i.e., at low cY, can still be modeled
reasonably well with a repulsive screened Coulomb interaction.
In solutions close to the aggregation regime II or in the
reentrant regime III, the protein interactions cannot be
described by a repulsive interaction anymore, indicating the
increasing relevance of attractive interactions. In the context of
this study, we are interested in the changes of attraction and
repulsion. Since information on this overall interaction can be
obtained by model-free means from the low-q intensity, no
detailed data fitting is required.
In Figure 3c, a series with fixed HSA concentration cHSA ≈ 44

mg/mL and fixed YCl3 concentration cY = 3 mM is shown,
corresponding to conditions close to cY*. Around cY* the effect of
NaCl is most pronounced, since the overall interaction is
expected to change from a charge-screened repulsion to
attraction. The low-q intensity increases for decreasing cNaCl,
indicating an increasing strength of the overall attraction. Note
that the opposite behavior would be expected if only charge
screening was relevant, since the screening reduces the
repulsion and thus increases the overall attraction with
increasing cNaCl.
Figure 3b depicts HSA solutions at fixed cY = 25 mM,

corresponding to conditions around cY**. The solutions were
prepared at a HSA concentration cHSA ≈ 44 mg/mL for a series
of NaCl concentrations cNaCl. Before measurement, the samples
were centrifuged to remove large aggregates. With increasing
cNaCl, the amount of precipitated aggregates increases strongly,
reflecting the trend of increasing cY** and leaving a smaller
protein concentration in the measured supernatant. The
scattering intensity around cY** does not level off on the
given q range, suggesting that larger aggregates are still present
in the supernatant or forming again. The decreasing scattering

Figure 3. SAXS curves for HSA with different salt conditions. The
orange arrows indicates the trend for increasing cNaCl. For clarity, only
every second data point is shown. (a) No YCl3: With increasing cNaCl
the low-q intensity increases due to the reduced screened Coulomb
repulsion. The intensity is fitted using an ellipsoid form factor and a
screened Coulomb structure factor (fit parameters, Table 1). (b) cY =
25 mM ≈ cY*: The protein concentration in the measured supernatant
decreases strongly with increasing cNaCl, reflecting the increase of cY**
with cNaCl. The scattering intensity in the limit of low q does not level
off but increases steeply, thereby indicating the presence of larger
aggregates. (c) cY = 3 mM ≈ cY*: The low-q intensity decreases with
increasing cNaCl, corresponding to weaker attractive interaction.

Table 1. Fit Parameters for the Curves in Figure 3aa

cNaCl [mM] φ(fit) [%] Q(fit) [e] cNaCl
(fit) [mM]

10 6.6 −10.9 16
20 7.6 −10.5 21
50 7.8 −14.4 51
80 7.5 −14.1 81
200 8.1 −10.5 200

aThe intensity from HSA, 62 mg/mL in NaCl solutions, is fitted with a
screened Coulomb structure factor. The free fit parameters are shown
in the table; the others were fixed. The parameters kept fixed were the
semiaxes a = 1.6 nm and b = 4.6 nm of the oblate ellipsoid and the
temperature T = 295 K. The fit parameter for the salt concentration
cs(NaCl) was first held on the prepared value and then let free for a
second fit. The relative errors of the parameters were less than 1%.
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intensity with increasing cNaCl is thus related to the internal
structure of larger aggregates and no good indicator for varying
protein interactions. The results will be exploited and discussed
in more detail in the discussion section.
Protein Charge Inversion as a Function of Ionic

Strength. Measurements of the electrophoretic mobility as
well as simulations show an inversion of the protein net charge
upon addition of multivalent metal ions.25−27 The results from
both simulation schemes (the Monte Carlo sampling of binding
configurations and the analytical coarse-grained model) for the
protein net charge Q as a function of the Y3+ concentration are
shown in Figure 4. All charge curves show an inversion from

negative to positive net charge in the simulated range of Y3+

concentration, which is in qualitative agreement with experi-
ments. Moreover, the simulated curves all meet at one point
close to zero net charge for both approaches, respectively. This
simple behavior suggests a dominant effect of the monopole
moment on the cation binding compared to higher multipoles
of the surface charges.
Both simulation schemes show similar trends with increasing

monovalent salt concentration. In the regime of negative net
charge a higher NaCl concentration leads to a lower number of
bound Y3+ ions. This binding behavior is reasonable because

the favorable electrostatic interaction between the Y3+ ions and
the negatively charged protein is weakened by the screening
effect of the salt. In the regime of positive net charge the
number of bound Y3+ ions increases with increasing NaCl
concentration, since the electrostatic surface potential due to
the positive protein net charge is decreased and thus allows
more Y3+ ions to bind to the surface.
The differences between the simulations can be explained by

the different nature of the underlying models. The differing Q
spread at low salt concentration might be due to the fact that
the coarse-grained model takes into account only one effective
binding site, while the Monte Carlo scheme calculates the
binding equilibrium for each site individually and, thus,
incorporates a broader distribution of equilibrium constants.
The qualitative difference at high concentrations (divergence
for Monte Carlo scheme and convergence for the coarse-
grained model) arises from the significantly differing absolute
values of the salt concentrations in the charge-inverted regime.
This effect might be caused by several factors. First, the two
schemes account for the multivalent ions in different ways and,
thus, display different ionic strength and electrostatic screening.
The Monte Carlo method takes into account the free YCl3,
monovalent counterions of the protein, and the additional
monovalent NaCl ions and neglects monovalent Cl− counter-
ions to the bound yttrium ions. The coarse-grained model uses
the full YCl3 concentration in the determination of the
screening length. Second, the binding parameters are
determined differently as described in the section Theoretical
Modeling. Third, the Monte Carlo scheme accounts explicitly
also for correlations between the bound ions, while the coarse-
grained model treats all bound ions in a mean-field picture.
Finally, pH effects and charge regulation varying with
multivalent salt concentration are only accounted for in the
coarse-grained model.
The general consistency of the observed trends despite the

difference in the simulation schemes suggests that these trends
are rather robust properties of a protein in a solution containing
multivalent ions. On the basis of these charge curves, effects on
the phase behavior are estimated in the following section.

Dependence of Transition Concentrations cY* and cY**
on Ionic Strength. The results on the dependence of the
transition concentrations cY* and cY** of HSA solutions on
monovalent salt are summarized in Figure 5. From the
experimental results, a clear increase of the two transition
concentrations is observed with increasing monovalent salt
concentration. This trend is observed for all protein
concentrations probed in the range between 5 and 50 mg/
mL (Figure 5a). For samples with cNaCl ≥ 100 mM, no
reentrant phase behavior is observed, and even samples at very
high cY ≥ 100 mM are still turbid.
For the theoretical methods, the results differ between the

estimation methods and simulation schemes. While cY* from the
charge estimation shows a clear increase for the full monovalent
salt range (Figure 5b,c) (and thus agrees with the experimental
observations (Figure 5a)), cY* from the barrier estimation
decreases for higher ionic strengths (Figure 5d,e). In contrast,
for cY** only the results from the barrier estimation show the
observed general increase, while the charge estimation misses
the trends at least for smaller protein concentrations.

Discussion: Nature of the Protein Interactions Driving
the Reentrant Phase Behavior. From a comparison of the
different results from experimental phase diagrams, SAXS, and
simulations, a consistent picture of the underlying protein

Figure 4. Charges of the protein−ion complex as a function of Y3+

concentration and for increasing NaCl concentration. Top: Net
charges from Monte Carlo sampling of binding configurations.
Bottom: Net charges from analytical coarse-grained model for a
protein concentration of 5 mg/mL. The black arrows indicate the
trends for increasing monovalent salt concentration. Note that the MC
sampling method (top) is based on a single protein molecule; thus, no
absolute protein concentration is provided and the salt concentration
cY,free corresponds to the concentration of free ions in the solvent. The
coarse-grained method uses a real salt concentration cY incorporating
free and bound ions.
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interactions can be drawn for both the first transition cY* and the
second transition cY**. The general picture involves charge-
stabilized solutions at low and high cY, i.e., repulsive Coulomb
interaction due to considerable protein net charges, while in the
aggregation regime II an overall attractive interaction
dominates. The competition of the attractive and repulsive
interaction can be exploited by the addition of NaCl, thereby
fine-tuning the interactions in both interaction strength and
repulsion range. The occurring changes in protein interaction
are schematically depicted in Figure 6 and will be discussed in
the following for the two transitions. Starting from the
experimental evidence by visual inspection and SAXS, the
simulation results are used to provide insight into the
underlying mechanisms of the ion−protein interaction.
A recent study investigated protein interactions in the

presence of a set of mono-, di-, and trivalent counterions,
indicating stronger changes of attraction and repulsion at
similar ionic strength for multivalent ions compared to
monovalent ions.50 These findings clearly suggest an effect of
multivalent ions beyond charge screening and are consistent
with the interpretation for HSA and Y3+ concentrations below
cY*. While the present study focused on protein solutions with
NaCl and YCl3, comparable effects are also expected for other

multivalent ions as long as they also show considerable binding
to protein functional groups.
In protein solutions with little or no YCl3, the notion of a

charge-stabilized solution is supported clearly by the SAXS
results and the excellent agreement with model fits involving a
screened Coulomb repulsion (Figure 3a). The correlation peak
indicates the overall repulsion that becomes weaker once the
ionic strength increases.
When the YCl3 concentration is increased, the first transition

cY* occurs. The experimental observation of cY* for increasing
NaCl concentration (Figure 5a) agrees well with the trend
observed by SAXS (Figure 3c). With increasing cNaCl, the
sample conditions move away from the phase boundary into
the stable solution regime I (Figure 1), and the overall
interaction has to become less attractive. Importantly, this trend
cannot be caused by charge screening, since for net-negative
proteins around cY* charge screening would increase the overall
attraction by a diminished repulsion for higher ionic strengths.
By use of the simulation results, the mechanism behind the first
transition can be elucidated. The increase of cY* seems to be
related rather to a critical charge Q* (Figure 5b,c) than to a
critical repulsive barrier (Figure 5d,e). While counterintuitive at
first glance, this finding can be rationalized by a consideration
of the nature of the attractive interaction throughout the phase

Figure 5. Transition concentrations cY* and cY** for the reentrant phase boundaries. The left column (a) summarizes the experimental results for the
phase boundaries as determined by visual inspection at room temperature, showing a clear increase of both cY* and cY** with increasing monovalent
salt. For cNaCl ≥ 100 mM, no second transition is observed; the samples remain turbid up to very high cY ≈ 100 mM. The center and right columns
show the results from the Monte Carlo sampling of binding configurations using the detailed protein structure (b, d) and the analytical coarse-
grained model (c, e). Two estimations for cY* and cY** are used: The top row uses a critical charge of Q* = −5e and Q** = 5e as indicator (b, c). The
bottom row estimates the transition concentration using the height of the repulsive barrier in the DLVO potential (d, e). For the analytical coarse-
grained model (c, e), the curve corresponds to 100 data points that were not explicitly drawn for clarity. For the data points missing in (e) compared
to (c), no repulsive barrier above 1 kBT was found. We remark that cY for the Monte Carlo method (b, d) has been estimated from the free ion
concentration and the number of bound ions at a single protein molecule as described in the text.
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diagram. Multivalent metal ions can form ion-mediated
intermolecular salt bridges between globular proteins51 and
by these contribute considerably to the attraction. Ion-induced
attraction is also suggested by a related experimental finding:
HSA solutions without salt are stable even at the isoelectric
point around pH 4.7.52 Since the isoelectric point corresponds
to zero net charge and vanishing Coulomb monopole repulsion,
the attraction without salt is not strong enough to cause
aggregation. Thus, the reentrant condensation in the presence
of multivalent ions implies that the ions indeed play an essential
role for the attractive interaction,27 most likely via ion
bridging.51,53 A comparable mechanism might be present in
the cross-linking of polymers or membranes.54,55 Similar results
on the competing salt effects on protein interactions have been
found in simulations of calmodulin.56 In this case, a decreased
attraction with increasing monovalent salt concentration in the
presence of trivalent cations is attributed to the ion−ion
correlations of the bound multivalent cations.
Since the protein net charge is reflecting ion binding, the

critical charge corresponds to a critical number of bound ions
that allow enough ion-induced attraction to destabilize the
protein solution and at the same time neutralize the protein net
charge. By contrast, the barrier estimation uses a constant
attraction represented by the Hamaker constant. The increase
of cY* with monovalent salt is thus most likely due to the effect
of monovalent salt on the binding equilibrium of multivalent
salts to the protein surface and interestingly not due to a
stronger charge screening of Coulomb repulsion due to higher
ionic strengths.
For the second transition (cY**), a different picture is found.

The increasing trend of the experimental transition concen-

trations cY** (Figure 5a) suggests stronger attraction and weaker
repulsion with increasing cNaCl, since the phase boundary from
the reentrant regime III to the phase-separated regime II
(Figure 1) is approached with increasing cNaCl. This behavior
agrees with the picture of a screened Coulomb repulsion. By
use of the simulation results, the importance of Coulomb
repulsion for the solution stability of the reentrant regime III is
supported. The increase of cY** for all protein concentrations is
reproduced by the barrier estimation and not by the charge
estimation (Figure 5b−e). This finding implies that charge is
not enough to stabilize suspensions once the ionic strength is
too high: Although the protein charge increases with
monovalent salt concentration at fixed multivalent salt
concentration, this gain in positive charge is not enough to
overcome the effects of charge screening. Experimentally, this
argument is further confirmed by the missing second transition
cY** for cNaCl > 100 mM and the strong increase of precipitating
aggregates with increasing cNaCl (cf. protein concentrations in
the measured supernatant in Figure 3b). Considering the
arguments on ion bridging from the previous paragraph on cY*, a
constant attraction, as used in the barrier estimation, is a
reasonable assumption at high multivalent salt concentration:
Once several ions have bound to the protein surface, further
ions cannot contribute additional attraction via ion bridges for
steric reasons. We therefore infer that charge screening plays
the primary role for the reentrant transition cY**, while ion
binding is only a secondary effect.
The SAXS results around cY** demonstrate that the

underlying mechanism of the second transition is far from
trivial. The increasing amount of precipitated aggregates with
increasing cNaCl (cf. cHSA in the supernatant in Figure 3b) clearly
indicates an overall increased attraction, consistent with the
arguments of the previous paragraph. The low q behavior of the
scattering intensity suggests the presence of larger aggregates in
the supernatant measured after centrifugation (Figure 3b).
From these results, aggregates seem to play an important role
around cY**. We emphasize that the formation of protein
clusters in the presence of YCl3 has also been observed using
dynamic and static light scattering in solutions of bovine serum
albumin. While solutions with only NaCl could be described
well with colloid theory based on monomers,39 the addition of
YCl3 induced signatures of cluster formation already for Y3+

concentrations below cY*.
58

At this point it is important to also note the limitations of the
two simulation schemes. Both schemes are designed for the
calculation of ion binding to individual protein molecules with
negligible effect of protein interaction on the binding. Real
protein solutions, however, might form clusters and aggre-
gates57,58 that affect both charge regulation and binding
equilibria considerably. In particular in the reentrant and
aggregated regime, corresponding to higher multivalent salt
concentrations, the stability of the protein solutions might be
determined by other properties beyond those of the individual
molecule. Furthermore, both schemes are based on theoretical
estimations and literature values and involve no fitting of
experimental observables. In particular, the large deviations in
the absolute values for the transition concentrations between
the Monte Carlo scheme and the experiments might be caused
by a nonoptimized choice for the binding constant.
Despite these limitations, the comparison of both schemes

helps to prevent conclusions from potential artifacts. The
results of both simplified schemes reproduce the experimental
observations semiquantitatively and lead to a consistent

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the change of protein
interaction throughout the phase diagram. The orange arrows indicate
trends with increasing cNaCl. Around cY*, the addition of NaCl results in
a weaker overall attraction, although the Coulomb repulsion is
screened (top left). Around cY**, the repulsion is screened with no
evidence for varied attraction (top right). The addition of YCl3 has
several simultaneous effects on the strength of attraction, Ṽattr (bottom
left), and repulsion, Ṽrep (bottom right). First, the increase of the ionic
strength shortens the repulsion range. Second, ion binding to the
protein surface causes a charge inversion and, thus, changes the
repulsion strength nonmonotonically (bottom right). Third, the
presence of multivalent ions causes an additional attractive interaction,
presumably mediated by ion bridges (bottom left).
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interpretation with an attractive interaction caused by ion
bridges and repulsion due to Coulomb interaction.
It is worth noting that both the reentrant phase behavior and

the mechanism of ion condensation differ considerably from
the reentrant condensation in DNA systems.19,23,24 In the case
of DNA, the ions condense because of ion−ion correlations,
while the counterion−protein interaction is dominated by the
binding of multivalent cations to carboxylic surface groups. The
trend with increasing monovalent salt concentration for the
second transition is opposite between the two systems. For
proteins, the transition concentration cY** increases, while it
stays constant or decays in the case of DNA.23

■ CONCLUSION
We have presented a comprehensive study of the impact of
monovalent ions (NaCl) on the reentrant phase behavior of the
globular protein HSA induced by YCl3. Experimental data on
the phase diagram and from small-angle X-ray scattering on the
protein interaction have been compared to results from two
simulation methods (a Monte Carlo sampling of binding
configurations and an analytical coarse-grained model) on the
protein net charges and the related solution stability. All results
support a consistent picture of the protein interactions causing
the reentrant phase diagram, as summarized schematically in
Figure 6. By use of the effect of NaCl, effects of charge
screening, i.e., diminishing Coulomb repulsion, could be
separated from effects of increased attraction, providing insight
into the nature of the underlying protein interaction.
At low YCl3 concentrations cY, screened Coulomb interaction

is dominant. Approaching the first transition concentration cY*,
the binding of multivalent counterions not only reduces the net
protein charge and Coulomb repulsion but importantly also
contributes to the attractive interaction between the proteins,
probably by ion bridging between molecules51,53 or ion−ion
correlations of bound cations.56 Under these conditions, a
higher ionic strength, although screening the Coulomb
repulsion, decreases the overall attraction, since less counter-
ions bind to the surface (Figure 4). As observed in the
experiments, the transition concentration cY* increases with
increasing cNaCl. The finding that the first transition is driven by
the ion-induced increase of attraction (Figure 6) is supported
by the SAXS results (Figure 3c) and the transition
concentrations based on the charge estimation (Figure 5).
For cY**, a different mechanism appears to be dominant. An

increasing ionic strength decreases the Coulomb repulsion and
renders charge stabilization of the protein solution only
possible for higher protein charges, i.e., more bound counter-
ions. Although more multivalent counterions are bound for
higher cNaCl (Figure 4), the effect of charge screening
overcompensates the gain in charge, as seen from the barrier
estimation in Figure 5. Consistent with the experiments, cY**
thus increases with increasing cNaCl. These results support that
the change of the second transition with increasing cNaCl is
driven by the reduction of repulsion due to charge screening
(Figure 6). The related SAXS results suggest a relevant role of
aggregates around the second transition.
In summary, the present study provides a consistent picture

of the underlying interactions driving the reentrant condensa-
tion in protein solutions in the presence of YCl3. Monovalent
salt tunes the interaction strength and the range of interaction.
The competition of binding of multivalent ions and nonspecific
effects of monovalent salts provides interesting opportunities to
tune interactions in solutions.
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